An evidence-based laparoscopic simulation curriculum shortens the clinical learning curve and reduces surgical adverse events

Background: Surgical simulation is becoming increasingly important in surgical education. However, the method of simulation to be incorporated into a surgical curriculum is unclear. We compared the effectiveness of a proficiency-based preclinical simulation training in laparoscopy with conventional surgical training and conventional surgical training interspersed with standard simulation sessions.

Materials and methods: In this prospective single-blinded trial, 30 final-year medical students were randomized into three groups, which differed in the way they were exposed to laparoscopic simulation training. The control group received only clinical training during residency, whereas the interval group received clinical training in combination with simulation training. The Center for Surgical Technologies Preclinical Training Program (CST PTP) group received a proficiency-based preclinical simulation course during the final year of medical school but was not exposed to any extra simulation training during surgical residency. After 6 months of surgical residency, the influence on the learning curve while performing five consecutive human laparoscopic cholecystectomies was evaluated with motion tracking, time, Global Operative Assessment of Laparoscopic Skills, and number of adverse events (perforation of gall bladder, bleeding, and damage to liver tissue).

Results: The odds of adverse events were 4.5 (95% confidence interval 1.3–15.3) and 3.9 (95% confidence interval 1.5–9.7) times lower for the CST PTP group compared with the control and interval groups. For raw time, corrected time, movements, path length, and Global Operative Assessment of Laparoscopic Skills, the CST PTP trainees nearly always started at a better level and were never outperformed by the other trainees.

Conclusion: Proficiency-based preclinical training has a positive impact on the learning curve of a laparoscopic cholecystectomy and diminishes adverse events.
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Introduction

The apprentice–tutor model was useful for training surgeons for many years, but the complexity of surgical technology in the 21st century owing to the increased use of laparoscopy, endoscopy, and robotics as well as the restriction in working hours has led to an exponential demand for surgical skill training outside the operating room. Many research articles evidence the added value of simulation. There are not many evidences to demonstrate general transferability of skills from the laboratory to the live operative setting; however, a very recent study showed that a curriculum of individualized deliberate practice on a virtual reality simulator improves technical performance in the operation room. In addition, a week of simulation training seemed to have a positive clinical impact on the transition from student to intern.
However, most studies focused on a specific simulator or a specific laparoscopic task or procedure.

Despite these data, where different training models and different training regimes were used, the optimal way of incorporating simulation training in a surgical curriculum remains unclear.5–7

The most prevalent way of integrating simulation into the surgical curriculum worldwide is offering several days of simulation training during surgical residency. This type of training is further called interval simulation training. Some centers organize structured preclinical simulation training with examination before surgical residency can start. An example of this is the well-validated Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery in the US.8

We previously showed the benefit of preclinical structured simulation training over interval simulation training and no simulation training when students were evaluated with standard laboratory simulation exercises.9

However, the ultimate goal of a simulation program is to show transferability to the clinical setting, which means that improvement in real operative performance has to be detected after simulation training.

The goal of this pilot study was to compare the effect of interval and proficiency-based preclinical simulation programs on the real-life laparoscopic cholecystectomy learning curve for first-year residents who were conventionally trained without any simulation training.

Materials and methods
Study design and creation of study groups
We performed a single-blind trial in KU Leuven Academic Medical Center and its affiliated hospitals. The Medical Educational Committee for Masters in Medicine approved this study. The use of animals for the training was approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of the KU Leuven. All experiments were performed following KU Leuven institutional and national guidelines and regulations. Informed consent from the students was not sought because this training program was part of their curriculum and all the students agreed.

Students in their last year of medical school and applying for a surgical residency in the subsequent academic year received either standard residency-based intraoperative learning through mentorship (control), intraoperative learning through mentorship interspersed with three 6-hour simulation training sessions (18 hours in total) in a laparoscopy skills laboratory (interval) during their residency, or preclinical laparoscopy training as a student following the multimodal, structured, and proficiency-based Center for Surgical Technologies Preclinical Training Program (CST PTP)10 course (also 18 hours in total) before 6 months of starting their residency.

A total of 30 final-year medical students (age 23–26 years) without earlier laparoscopic training experience were recruited for this study. All the students were allocated into three study groups after testing for spatial ability (Schlauch-Figuren test), handedness (Oldfield questionnaire), and baseline laparoscopic psychomotor abilities (Southwestern drills).11–13 Instead of pure randomization, students from the same real clinical study group were kept together. No simulation training, other than the training corresponding to their study group, was allowed until the end of this study. The simulation training regularly incorporated in our residency program was given only at the end of the study period.

Training program
Control group
During their last months as medical students and their first year as residents in general surgery, no further laparoscopic or endoscopic simulation training was allowed. Their training continued in the traditional mentored method, in which the trainees were exposed to procedures under the guidance of an experienced surgeon.

Interval group
The clinical training is comparable with that of the control group. Furthermore, every 2 months during the first half-year, the trainees received 1 day of laparoscopy training in the laboratory (6 hours). Deliberate practice between the training sessions and after the last training session was allowed and tracked.

The three training sessions, (a total of 18 hours), were structured as follows:

• Day 1: basic psychomotor exercises were practiced. Students learned the laparoscopic skills testing and training model exercises, checkerboard rope passing, and bean drop exercises from the Southwestern drills, together with the paperclip exercise and a needle trajectory exercise as described elsewhere.13–15
• Day 2: students practiced laparoscopic stitching and suturing on a skin pad and chicken skin. The Szabo suturing technique was learned, and polyfilament and monofilament sutures were used.16
• Day 3: hemostasis and dissection techniques were learned. During the morning sessions, students practiced on the cholecystectomy model in a pulsatile organ perfusion (POP) trainer.17 In the afternoon, students practiced a nephrectomy on a living rabbit model.18 During every training, feedback on student’s performance was given.
Preclinical group (CST PTP)
During their last months as medical students, subjects received structured, proficiency-based laparoscopy training following the CST PTP as described previously. The total amount of supervised laboratory training was 18 hours (as in the interval group), but the training was organized into three training blocks. Each training block consisted of four daily lessons of 1.5 hours. Training block one focused on psychomotor training, block two on laparoscopic stitching and suturing, and block three on laparoscopic dissection techniques and hemostasis. Deliberate practice was allowed. Block three consisted of an appendectomy exercise, a nephrectomy model, and a laparoscopic cholecystectomy model. The first two exercises were open for deliberate practice, whereas the cholecystectomy was not. The laparoscopic cholecystectomy (CCE) exercise was just practiced once (as in the interval training) and was as such not proficiency based. For all the other exercises, students had to show proficiency before the next training block was taught and to obtain a training certificate. After graduation, the students started their training as surgical residents. Their training continued in the traditional mentored method, that is, in the same way as in the control group. Neither further laparoscopic or endoscopic training nor deliberate practice was allowed.

Assessment
To assess the general exposure to surgical procedures among the study groups, during residency, all the procedures performed by the trainees, either as an operator or as an assistant operator, were logged in an online portfolio (www.medbook.be).

In the beginning of their residency, all residents performed a cholecystectomy on a pulsating organ perfusion trainer. The procedure was recorded and afterward a blind single observer calculated a Global Operative Assessment of Laparoscopic Skills (GOALS) score. The GOALS score is a validated global rating scale for laparoscopy and consists of five separate items (depth perception, bimanual dexterity, efficiency, tissue handling, and autonomy). Each of these items receives a score between 1 and 5.

After 6 months of clinical training and assisting with at least five laparoscopic CCEs, all residents received a step-by-step explanation of a laparoscopic cholecystectomy on the Websurg platform. After that, their clinical CCE learning curve was registered.

Therefore, during their first five laparoscopic CCEs, residents were the first operators for the clip and cut of the cystic artery and duct and the dissection of the fundus of the gallbladder. Residents performed as much of these parts of the operation as possible as deemed appropriate by the supervising staff surgeon. This protocol was discussed intensively with all the participating staff surgeons in the different affiliated hospitals to ensure a standardized approach. Because some supervisors considered the dissection of Calot’s triangle as difficult for a first-year resident, that part of the operation was done by the staff surgeon himself/herself.

The inclusion criteria for patients eligible for this study are similar to an earlier study and are listed in Table 1. The study design is shown in Figure 1.

All cases were video recorded. A trained investigator, nonblinded to randomization status, was present during the entire procedure as an independent observer in order to oversee video recording, record operative times, and measure the frequency and type (manual or verbal) of corrective interventions by the supervisor. The motion-tracking device Imperial College Surgical Assessment Device was installed to track and calculate the number of movements and distance traveled by the resident’s hands (path length). Motion data have shown to correlate with surgeon’s experience.

Every trainee worked with his/her personal supervisor in his/her own training hospital. In all, 20 hospitals and 31 supervisors participated. All supervisors got specific information about the study protocol and were told to let the resident perform as much as possible the clip and cut task and the fundus dissection as was considered safe for the patient. The supervisors were allowed to give verbal feedback if necessary and could take over if they had the opinion that the resident was not progressing safely.

The recording of operative time and motion data was standardized. Once the triangle of Callot was dissected by the supervisor, the resident took over the operation to clip and cut the artery and the duct. From the moment the resident entered his first instrument until both artery and duct were cut, time and motion data were measured. After completing this task, once the resident started the fundus dissection until Table I Patient inclusion criteria for laparoscopic cholecystectomy within this study protocol

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age of patient &gt;20 years</th>
<th>No previous abdominal surgery</th>
<th>No obesity (BMI &lt;40)</th>
<th>Symptomatic cholecystolithiasis</th>
<th>No choledocholithiasis</th>
<th>No cholecystitis</th>
<th>Scheduled for elective laparoscopic cholecystectomy</th>
<th>Normal leukocyte blood count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Abbreviation:** BMI, body mass index.
the gallbladder was completely dissected from the liver bed, time and motion data were registered. Also, the time the supervisor took over was registered.

An earlier study realized that the operative time for poorly performing residents could be faster than the time for better trainees because the supervising surgeon would perform a greater proportion of the procedure. It was estimated that a staff surgeon would be twice as fast as a resident. Therefore, the corrected time was introduced as an outcome parameter based on the following calculation:

\[
\text{Time}_{\text{corrected}} = \text{time}^{\text{raw}} + (100 - \text{personal participation}\%) \times \text{time}^{\text{raw}}
\]

The recorded videos were edited and blinded in clip and cut and fundus dissection separately. One expert in laparoscopic cholecystectomy having performed >7,000 laparoscopic CCEs and being an experienced teacher was trained in assessing videos with the GOALS global rating scale. She scored the videos and was blind to the randomization status. The scoring of the videos was done online with a simple web application (www.surgicalskillsrating.com). On this web platform, the expert filled in a GOALS score for each video fragment. Because it was difficult to rate for autonomy on a blinded video, this part of the GOALS score was skipped in analogy with the study by Beyer et al. This was possible because the validity of each separate item of the GOALS score has been shown. With a sliding bar, the blinded rater completed a visual analog scale of range 0–10 for the difficulty of the case.

The videos were presented in a random order and not in the chronological order of the CCEs performed by the resident. In this way, the observer was blinded to the identity of the trainee; his/her study group; if it was the first, second, third, fourth, or fifth CCE he/she performed; and which clip and cut fragment corresponded to which fundus dissection fragment.

For fundus dissection, another blinded observer registered intraoperative adverse events. He used the following scale: bleeding (no, minor, moderate, major), liver damage (no, minor, moderate, major), and bile spillage (yes/no; Table 2). We used this scale specifically to assess smaller adverse events more specifically because it would not have been possible to achieve a significant difference between complications using the Clavien–Dindo classification (for cholecystectomy), a procedure with the reported overall complication of ~2%.
Statistics

Binary variables are summarized through counts and proportions; continuous variables are summarized through the median and range.

We analyzed the primary outcome and learning curves for the three study groups with fixed-effects longitudinal regression models. Dependent variables of interest relating to operative performance were time, corrected time, GOALS, path length, and number of movements. Independent (predictor) variables were study group (control, interval, CST PTP), session as a longitudinal repeated measure (1, 2, 3, 4, and 5), and the interaction between study group and session to allow group-specific learning effects. For path length and number of movements, handedness was also included as a repeated measure (left vs right). The missing values were not imputed, given that unavailability of measurements occurred completely at random due to nonstudy specific reasons (e.g., loss of motion tracking data or video data due to equipment failure). Overall, 21% of the values were missing (21% in the control group, 17% in the interval group, 25% in the CST PTP group). Based on checks of model assumptions, dependent variables were transformed logarithmically. By consequence, regression coefficients can be interpreted in terms of percent change, e.g., if the regression coefficient for CST PTP vs control is 0.10, then \( \exp(0.10) = 1.11 \), which suggests on average 11% higher values for CST PTP vs control subjects. We assumed a linear effect of session number due to the limited sample size. As output, we report 1) the expected value at baseline for each group as well as the percent difference between the CST PTP group and the control and interval groups and 2) the learning effect for each group (the percent change in the dependent variable per extra session) together with the percent difference between the CST PTP group and the control and interval groups.

We analyzed the presence of adverse events with multivariable logistic regression using the following independent variables: group (control, interval, and CST PTP), number of operation (1–5), interaction between group and session of operation, and type of adverse event (bleeding vs bile leak vs liver damage). The number of operations and type of adverse events are repeated measures variables, resulting in 15 observations per subject. Based on this model, we estimated the marginal difference in adverse event rates between groups, i.e., with the other covariates averaged out. A similar approach was followed to analyze the manual and oral interventions of the supervisor. This analysis used the following independent variables: group (control, interval, and CST PTP), number of operations (1–5, repeated measures), interaction between group and number of operations, clip and cut vs fundus (binary, repeated measures), and type of feedback (manual vs oral, repeated measures).

Instead of using \( P \)-values to evaluate the results, we focused on the estimation of effect sizes with confidence intervals (CIs).\(^{28,29}\) The statistical analysis was performed using SAS 9.3 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).

Results

The three study groups were similar with respect to baseline characteristics, the result of the pulsating POP cholecystectomy exercise at the beginning of residency and exposure to laparoscopic procedures during their first 6 months of clinical training (Table 3).

Although they were allowed to practice after initial instruction, none of the students in the interval group did deliberate practice during their first 6 months of residency or during the next 6 months. The mean preclinical deliberate practice time in the CST PTP group (before the start of their residency) was 5 hours and 7 minutes.

Two of the CST PTP residents who got a training certificate were not allowed to take part in the clinical evaluation study because of administrative reasons. All residents performed at least three laparoscopic CCEs. For the fourth laparoscopic CCE, there were five dropouts: 2/10 in the interval, 1/8 in the control, and 2/10 in the CST PTP group. For the fifth operation, there were 12 dropouts (three interval, five control, four CST PTP; Figure 1). These dropouts occurred because the residents could not complete all five laparoscopic CCEs within their first year as a resident.

As shown in Table 4, there was no difference in difficulty of the presented cases between the three study groups.

The odds of feedback were 6.6 times lower for the CST PTP group compared to the control group (odds ratio [OR] 6.6, 95% CI 2.1–20.8) and were 7.5 times lower for the CST PTP group compared to the interval group (95% CI 1.8–29.1).
CI 2.6–21.3). The observed feedback rates show that the difference is larger for manual feedback than for verbal feedback (Table 5).

The odds of adverse events were 4.5 times lower for the CST PTP group compared to the control group (OR 4.5, 95% CI 1.3–15.3) and were 3.9 times lower for the CST PTP group compared to the interval group (95% CI 1.5–9.7).

The observed adverse events rates show that for all types of adverse events, there is a huge difference between the CST PTP group and other groups where the amount of adverse events is twofold (Table 6).
motions without benefit.\textsuperscript{34} For raw time, corrected time, number of movements, path length, and GOALS, the CST PTP trainees always started at a better level than other groups (except versus the interval group for path length of fundus) and were never outperformed by the other trainees after five operations (Figure 2). An overview of the results of the longitudinal regression analysis is listed in Table 7, which summarizes the models using two quantities: the expected value at the first operation and the percentage improvement per operation (ie, the learning effect). For both quantities, comparisons of the CST PTP group with the other two groups are provided.

### Discussion

Several studies have shown that residents often do not feel perfectly prepared to be able to perform laparoscopy on their own once they have finished their training.\textsuperscript{30–33} Evidence-based training curriculum can overcome this problem. An ideal training curriculum would tailor the time needed for each individual to be competent in a given skill upon completion of a preclinical training program so that no wasteful hours have to be spent in the operation room with repetitive movements without benefit.\textsuperscript{34}

In this study, we have shown the positive impact of preclinical proficiency-based laparoscopic simulation training on the real-life surgical learning curve of a laparoscopic cholecystectomy.

Interval simulation training did not show a clear benefit over standard apprenticeship training.

Preclinical-trained residents performed the procedures quicker and more accurate, caused less adverse events, and needed less takeovers by their supervisor. Furthermore, their learning curve was better, as for all parameters, the curve started at a better level, the slope was less steep, and the curve was never crossed by the learning curves of other groups.

Previously, we have shown that CST PTP-trained registrars outperformed their conventionally trained peers with standardized simulation tasks.\textsuperscript{9} Surgical skill has shown to be a strong predictor of clinical outcome.\textsuperscript{35} Also in the current study, the preclinical-trained residents not only had better skills but there were also less intraoperative adverse events in this study group.

### Why do the preclinical-trained residents perform better?

In both simulation-trained groups (interval vs CST PTP), the total time of supervised training was 18 hours. Apart from the CST PTP training done preclinically, the major difference between both study groups was that the CST PTP training was proficiency based, structured, and distributed and the interval group was more time based. Both groups were offered deliberate practice; however, only the preclinical-trained residents found the time and motivation to actually perform deliberate practice. Previous research has shown that residents often do not find the time to perform deliberate practice, especially when they are not obliged.\textsuperscript{36,37}

The key finding of this study is that repeated exposure and competency-based progression (albeit time limited) is superior to the interval method. This is consistent with other works in this field. Training until proficiency, distributed training, and deliberate practice all have shown to be important factors to gain most benefit out of a simulation program.\textsuperscript{15,38–40} However, implementing these fundamentals into a real curriculum during residency is extremely difficult. For this reason, structured preclinical courses are developed. While some trainers may be reluctant or believe that these simulation sessions are given too early in the curriculum, when given preclinically, the current study clearly shows the benefit.

All groups showed a progressive learning curve over subsequent procedures. This finding shows that simulation cannot replace surgical experience but is a useful adjunct to traditional methods.

The ultimate goal of implementing simulation-based training in surgery is to provide a complementary experience that accelerates the clinical learning curve. Only the preclinical proficiency-based CST PTP group had reached this goal as these trainees had a better clinical start and were never outperformed by their peers.
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While most previous studies evaluate a specific simulator and a specific surgical task, our program was more generic. It was not our aim to prepare our trainees for a specific procedure but help them to acquire most skills needed to perform general laparoscopic procedures. Therefore, we expect that also learning curves of other laparoscopic procedures will be accelerated. This is the first study that compares proficiency-based and time-based training and includes a real apprenticeship control group. Furthermore, transfer of skills is measured by evaluating the initial part of the learning curve (rather than one specific procedure) and combining a global rating scale, performance metrics, and operative adverse events as outcome measures in a real live human operative setting. Therefore, it addresses many shortcomings of earlier studies as addressed in a recent transfer of skill review.2

Our findings should be interpreted in light of some limitations of this study.

It is very difficult to standardize patient cases. However, our inclusion criteria for patients were strict so that we expected only easy cases to be used for the clinical evaluation. Furthermore, the score for difficulty of the cases was not different between the study groups. Trainees had to dissect the complete gallbladder from the liver bed; however, the size of the gallbladders could not be standardized, which caused the length over which the gallbladder fundus had to be dissected to be different. Also, in different hospitals, different clip appliers were used. However, we were convinced that these negative factors will not influence most outcome measurements (GOALS and motion tracking).

Another negative point is the dropout rate. Indeed, we were not capable of registering all five laparoscopic CCEs per trainee. This was not due to participant dropout. The logistics of recording 150 procedures in 20 different hospitals during the first year of residency were significant, and in certain cases, it was impossible to record them all within that first year. Also, only one blinded rater scored all the videos. A cholecystectomy was used for training (animal) and evaluation (human), but we believe this was not a major drawback, since this training exercise was not open to deliberate practice. Moreover, as mentioned before, the cholecystectomy model was more a tool for training and evaluating general laparoscopic skills.

Because of the small sample size, this study can be considered as a pilot study. A follow-up study on a larger scale across different training centers would be interesting, but logistical difficulties make this kind of study hard to organize.

 Apart from these limitations and the fact that we did not study the long-term effects of preclinical training (ie, only the beginning of the learning curve was evaluated), we believe that this study significantly underlines the importance of preclinical structured proficiency-based laparoscopic simulation training and we suggest to adapt the current simulation curriculum based on our findings.

Figure 2 Learning curves.
Notes: Graphical representation of learning curve analysis.
Abbreviations: sec, second; CST PTP, Center for Surgical Technologies Preclinical Training Program; CCE, cholecystectomies.
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Table 7 Results of analysis for learning curve

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>CST PTP</th>
<th>CST PTP vs control</th>
<th>CST PTP vs interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clip and cut&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw time&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; (seconds)</td>
<td>327 (238–450)</td>
<td>291 (219–387)</td>
<td>192 (143–257)</td>
<td>41% less (10–62)</td>
<td>34% less (1–56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% improvement per operation (95% CI)</td>
<td>17 (10–24)</td>
<td>8 (2–14)</td>
<td>10 (4–16)</td>
<td>8% slower (~3–20)</td>
<td>2% faster (~7–11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected time&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; (seconds)</td>
<td>518 (363–738)</td>
<td>440 (319–607)</td>
<td>194 (139–270)</td>
<td>63% less (39–77)</td>
<td>56% less (30–72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% improvement per operation (95% CI)</td>
<td>21 (13–29)</td>
<td>12 (5–19)</td>
<td>10 (2–17)</td>
<td>14% slower (0–30)</td>
<td>3% slower (~8–15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOALS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected value first operation (95% CI)</td>
<td>10.4 (8.5–12.7)</td>
<td>11.3 (9.4–13.5)</td>
<td>14.8 (12.3–17.8)</td>
<td>43% higher (9–88)</td>
<td>31% higher (1–70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% improvement per operation (95% CI)</td>
<td>11 (4–19)</td>
<td>11 (4–18)</td>
<td>6 (~1–13)</td>
<td>5% slower (~4–14)</td>
<td>5% slower (~4–13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw time&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; (seconds)</td>
<td>795 (561–1,126)</td>
<td>750 (550–1,022)</td>
<td>500 (365–684)</td>
<td>37% less (0–61)</td>
<td>33% less (4–57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% improvement per operation (95% CI)</td>
<td>11 (~–22)</td>
<td>14 (~5–23)</td>
<td>17 (~7–25)</td>
<td>6% faster (~11–21)</td>
<td>3% faster (~13–17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected time&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; (seconds)</td>
<td>880 (600–1,292)</td>
<td>819 (581–1,155)</td>
<td>514 (363–727)</td>
<td>42% less (2–65)</td>
<td>37% less (~2–61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% improvement per operation (95% CI)</td>
<td>11 (~–4–24)</td>
<td>8 (~7–21)</td>
<td>17 (~4–29)</td>
<td>7% faster (~16–25)</td>
<td>10% faster (~11–27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOALS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected value first operation (95% CI)</td>
<td>13.2 (11.6–15.1)</td>
<td>12.5 (11.1–14.0)</td>
<td>16.7 (14.9–18.7)</td>
<td>26% higher (6–51)</td>
<td>33% higher (13–57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% improvement per operation (95% CI)</td>
<td>2 (~–4–8)</td>
<td>5 (~1–10)</td>
<td>1 (~4–6)</td>
<td>1% slower (~7–8)</td>
<td>4% slower (~2–10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movements&lt;sup&gt;b,c&lt;/sup&gt; (n)</td>
<td>109 (71–168)</td>
<td>97 (68–139)</td>
<td>81 (57–116)</td>
<td>26% less (~30–57)</td>
<td>16% less (~38–49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path length&lt;sup&gt;b,c&lt;/sup&gt; (cm)</td>
<td>25 (~–15–41)</td>
<td>24 (~16–35)</td>
<td>18 (~13–27)</td>
<td>26% less (~39–61)</td>
<td>23% less (~32–54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% improvement per operation (95% CI)</td>
<td>2 (~–24–16)</td>
<td>5 (~7–15)</td>
<td>6 (~5–17)</td>
<td>9% faster (~14–27)</td>
<td>2% slower (~16–17)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Explanation of data table with example corrected time fundus: for the first operation, a value of 514 is expected in the CST PTP group (i.e., this refers to the expected geometric mean of corrected time for laparoscopic CCE fundus in this group), which is 42% lower than the expected value for subjects in the control group. According to this analysis, the CST PTP group seems to have better performance already on the first operation. In addition, the change in corrected time for each additional operation is 0.89% for the control group: this means that the corrected time decreases ~11% per additional operation. For the CST PTP group, this is ~1%. Compared with the CST PTP group, the learning effect is ~7% slower in the control group. Thus, our analysis suggests that the corrected time improves more strongly for subjects in the CST PTP group despite their already better performance at the beginning. Values are log transformed. Obtained regression coefficients are therefore back transformed. Rather than referring to arithmetic mean, they refer to geometric means on the level of the original variable. Left versus right added as repeated measure. One subject from the control group was omitted due to a disproportionately high Cook’s D (0.6, with other subjects having at most 0.2).

Abbreviations: CST PTP, Center for Surgical Technologies Preclinical Training Program; CI, confidence interval; GOALS, Global Operative Assessment of Laparoscopic Skills; CCE, cholecystectomy.
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